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The Evolution
of Healthcare
is in Wisconsin




Now is an exciting time to be a part of Wisconsin’s biohealth industry – as we lead the evolution of healthcare by charting the path to personalized medicine.
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Learn about the WI Biohealth Tech Hub















BioForward Wisconsin is the collective voice of Wisconsin’s robust and comprehensive biohealth cluster.




View Our Featured Member














Wisconsin is ranked in the top 10 most livable states









total state economic impact contributed by the biohealth industry









in biohealth jobs compared to state averages









supported by biohealth
















Wisconsin is home to a booming biohealth cluster, full of talented people, unique companies, and endless opportunities. BioForward supports the industry through initiatives that foster collaboration, lead advocacy, facilitate education, and promote the region’s opportunities and successes.
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Our Work




Positioning the Industry for Growth




BioForward has a central role in helping position the State’s biohealth industry for growth. Through facilitating the interrelationships that drive collaboration, advocacy efforts, savings and reward programs, and investment in unique programs and initiatives, BioForward positions the industry for long-term success.
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Networking & Connections
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Collaboration
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Advocacy
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Education










Promoting the Industry/Region




BioForward promotes both the State and the industry to achieve a host of goals. BioForward serves as the collective marketing voice, touting the cluster’s unique and diverse capabilities and earning recognition as a national and international leader. BioForward also helps develop a sense of pride around the region and industry that ripples throughout the State and beyond.
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Talent Investment
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Thought Leadership
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Community













Our Members




Our members represent every step in the biohealth chain




from research through commercialization and include some of the biggest names and most exciting start-ups in the industry.




Explore All Our Members


Our Medallion Members
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Featured Member




The mission at Exact Sciences is to eradicate cancer and the suffering it causes — through tests that help prevent it, detection that finds it earlier, and guidance for its successful treatment.
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Latest News









WiBxTEMPO Madison – Board Readiness Workshop

In today's landscape, the importance of board diversity and inclusion is increasingly under the spotlight. On Wednesday, March 13, WiB and...


read more



Forward BIOLABS: A Journey of Innovation and Growth

As we celebrate Forward BIOLABS' fifth anniversary and its impact on the biohealth community, we must reflect on a remarkable journey of...


read more



Wisconsin’s Drive for $75M Towards Personalized Medicine Innovation: Phase 2 EDA Tech Hub Funding Application Fueled by Collaboration

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                                      February 29, 2024 Following...


read more













Latest Blogs









Wisconsin’s Manufacturing Strength Boosts Biohealth Sector

Wisconsin’s strength in biohealth extends well beyond the laboratories where researchers are working to develop new drugs and therapies. The...


read more
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BioForward’s End of Year Celebration: A Night of Innovation, Recognition, and Cheer

The Wisconsin biohealth industry culminated the year in style at BioForward’s End of Year Celebration on December 12th, held at the...


read more
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Wisconsin Biohealth Summit: The Cutting-Edge World of Personalized Medicine

The 2023 Wisconsin Biohealth Summit concluded with a remarkable closing keynote session that took attendees on a captivating journey through...


read more
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 Hours and Location

Opt-In Communications

Join Now

email: [email protected]





Madison Office
 440 Science Drive, Suite 403

Madison, WI 53711

phone: 608.236.4693





Milwaukee Office
 1225 Discovery Parkway

Wauwatosa, WI 53226

phone: 608.509.7295

 

Eau Claire Office New

phone: 608.515.5432
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